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The smarter way to surveil your communications data.

Communication Surveillance
by the industry pioneers.

Mobile
Capture

Communication
Surveillance

Trade
Reconstruction

Mobile Capture enables ﬁrms to be ‘smart’
with mobile by permitting hitherto banned
or restricted channels like WhatsApp &
WeChat.

Communication Surveillance (Electronic
& Voice) ingests, aggregates, indexes
and rationalises all ‘traditional’ comms
channels like BBM, Mail etc.

Trade Reconstruction and reconciliation
automation for advanced supervision
capability. Collapses the regulatory
investigation window.
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There’s a reason tier 1’s choose VoxSmart

Communication
‘sources’

10M

Terabytes of data processed
monthly

Connect to anything, understand everything.

Man hours
saved

250%

HSBC will be the first Tier 1 to automate this
process for CFTC & SEC Swap Reporting.
Reducing man hours by 250%

Reconstruct trades in minutes, not months.

WhatsApp Capture

Compliant Texting

Supervision

Policy Builder

Regulatory Reporting

End-to-end Context

Multiple Channels

Archiving

Advanced Search

Alert Management

Audit

AI & Machine Learning

Advanced Search

Always On

Case Management

AI & Machine Learning

OUR MISSION

To set the global standard for communication surveillance.
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Mobile Capture by the
industry pioneers.

Communicate freely while ensuring compliance

Our proprietary, award-winning single solution captures and
retains all calls, voicemails, SMS and WhatsApp messages in
real-time on any device.
Turn your regulatory requirement into a business tool.

App Based

SIM Based

Voice & Voicemail
SMS

Unified Communication

Globally Available

A single solution to capture all mobile
communications and a single desktop
interface to monitor them.

Truly global coverage with
competitive pricing, on any
network.

Tamper-proof Compliance

Native User Experience

Seamlessly integrated into each
device, our ‘Always On’ technology
ensures compliance and even alerts
you when an attempt is made.

Enable your employees to
communicate freely with no
change to user behaviour on
applications such as WhatsApp.

WhatsApp
WeChat
Telegram

2021

Available on any
network
Native User
Experience

Zero change to
user behaviour

Global Coverage
Toll-bypass

Technology Partners:

Available on:
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All your business communications in one place

Mitigate operational and conduct risk
across every channel.
Proven on trading floors for over 10 years and trusted by Tier
1’s across the globe, our proprietary solution monitors both
voice and eComms in a single system and guarantees total
visibility over your supervisory controls.

By Channel

Voice = Data
Powerful processing that delivers market leading voice transcription with over 90%
accuracy and behaviour based search functionality.

Bespoke Supervision
User friendly policy builder to create your own surveillance scenarios or select
from pre-built examples such as unlawful disclosure and giving favours.

Multilingual Monitoring
Supporting over 20 languages, monitor your global team and easily identify when
employees switch between languages.

Radically Reduce False Positives
Powerful audio processing and AI technology that can reduce false positives by up
to 80%.

Crystal Clear Controls
Full visibility of how surveillance algorithms and rules are working to monitor your
workforce so you and the Regulator know exactly how alerts are being generated.

eComms only

eComms & vComms

eComms & vComms

SINGLE PROVIDER

UNIFIED

MULTIPLE VENDORS

siloed by
channel

Vendor Agnostic

dependant
on partners

eComms data
sources
Policy templates
Archiving

Convert your communications into business intelligence.

‘Holistic’ Solutions

Multichannel policy
management
vComms data
sources
Native Mobile
Capture
Financial voice
processing
Financial voice
transcription
Language Switch
Detection
Trade and reference
data sources
Trade Reconstruction
Scalable Solution
Vendor Consolidation

To date we’ve never encountered a data source we couldn’t connect to.
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Increase transparency and improve
oversight of your trading activity.
VoxSmart Trade Reconstruction is a powerful technology,
enhanced by AI and custom-built to link financial trades and
orders to their corresponding communications for efficient
auditing and regulatory reporting.

It’s time to automate.
Automatic Reconstruction

Manual Reconstruction
A compliance team manually listens to every call
and reads all electronic communications to
identify which are relevant to the requested trade.

System automatically selects from preingested trade and communications data
for intelligent trade matching.

5 hours of audio

100 hours of audio

Aggregate - Analyse - Act.
Aggregate your data

Save money, time & resource

Unify the silos that separate your trade
and communication data with a single
synchronised solution.

Automate labour-intensive and errorprone manual tasks and focus on
what matters most.

Proactively manage risk

Smarter business intelligence

Advance your supervision and
governance by clearly seeing the
context around a negotiation and
where risks might arise.

With all of your data in one place
identify how to advance your
operations and future-proof
your business.

Communication
Filtering

Communication
Matching

Reconstruction
Tuning

850 emails

7,000 emails

COMMUNICATION REDUCTION

Audio: 95% less

Our reconstruction process consists of 4 steps:

Data
Ingestion

350 chats

2,500 chats

Chats: 85% less

Emails: 88% less

When used with VoxSmart Communications Surveillance, the amount of
communications required for trade reconstructions is reduced by up to 95%,
meaning fast and efficient results ready at any time.
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Cloud Hosting
Protecting and securing our customer’s data is of the utmost
importance. Enterprise-grade cloud storage on Amazon Web
Services (AWS is available as standard with single or multitenant options.
We can also provide on-premise deployments via SFTP or
SMTP.

Agile Development
We are constantly innovating and evolving our product roadmap according to
market trends and client requests. If there are additional communication channels
you are looking to capture, we will be happy to investigate the use case further.
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Why firms use our technology.
With nearly 100 clients worldwide and over 7000 end users,
there’s a reason why global institutions choose VoxSmart.

Compliant WhatsApp
Solution

Leaders in Voice
Surveillance

We introduced compliant WhatsApp
capture to Capital Markets.

Delivering the market’s most accurate
ﬁnancial voice transcription.

A FinTech run by
market practitioners

Autonomous Trade
Reconstructions

With over 100 years’ accumulative
experience in Financial Markets.

Removing the reliance on sourcing
information from the trading ﬂoor.

Single, unified, platform

Remote working

For enhanced control and context
around your communications.

To enable mobility for an evolving
workforce.
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The smarter way to surveil your
communications data.

